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Model-based Detection of Routing Events in Discrete Flow Networks ? Humberto E. Garcia, Tae-Sic Yoo Systems Modeling, Analysis, and Control, Argonne National Laboratory, PO Box 2528, Idaho Falls, Idaho, 83403



Abstract A theoretical framework and its practical implications for formulating and implementing model-based monitoring of discrete flow networks are discussed. Possible flows of items are described as discrete-event (DE) traces. Each trace defines the DE sequence(s) that are triggered when an entity follows a given flow-path, visiting tracking locations within the monitored system. To deal with alternative routing, creation of items, flow bifurcations and convergences are allowed. Given the set of possible discrete flows, a possible-behavior model -an interacting set of automata- is constructed, where each automaton models the item discrete flow at each tracking location. In this model, which assumes total observability, event labels or symbols contain all the information required to unambiguously distinguish each discrete movement. Within the possible behavior, there is a special sub-behavior whose occurrence is required to be detected. The special behavior may be specified by the occurrence of routing events, such as faults or route violations, for example. These intermittent or non-persistent events may occur repeatedly. An observation mask is then defined, characterizing the observation configuration available for collecting item tracking data. The verification task is to determine whether this observation configuration is capable of detecting the identified special behavior. The assessment is accomplished by evaluating several observability notions, such as detectability and diagnosibility. If the corresponding property is satisfied, associated formal observers are constructed to perform the monitoring task at hand. The synthesis of observation masks may also be conducted to suggest optimal observation configurations (specifying number, type, and tracking locations of observation devices) guaranteeing the detection of the special events and to construct associated monitoring agents. The developed framework, modelling methodology, and supporting techniques for defining and implementing discrete flow monitoring of entity movements are presented and illustrated with examples. Key words: discrete flow network monitoring, surveillance and knowledge systems, discrete event systems.
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Introduction



The ability to monitor and track the flow of entities within a system in an effective, non-intrusive manner has significant implications in many applications including item/material tracking, item movement violation detection, operations accountability, network security, networked manned and unmanned systems, mission planning, mission execution monitoring, operations safety, operations security, and nuclear safeguards, including the tracking of nuclear material and radioactive sources. Assuring item traceability can in fact be critical in the establishment of many industries. For example, real-time safety and safeguards assessment as well as online detec? This paper was not presented at any IFAC meeting. Corresponding author H. E. Garcia. Tel. +1-208-533-7769. Fax +1-208-533-7471. This work was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy contract W-31-109-Eng-38. Email addresses: [email protected] (Humberto E. Garcia), [email protected] (Tae-Sic Yoo).
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tion of facility misuse in nuclear sites would be a positive factor in achieving public acceptance of nuclear energy generation and management [3,4]. Techniques for tracking radioactive sources can also be effectively utilized to combat radiological terrorism. Similarly, the traceability of digital messages within computer networks could significantly improve network security. Improving entity tracking capability depends on several factors including the successful implementation of unattended sensing and data analysis technologies. Complex and security-critical tasks, such as those associated with nuclear operations, battle management, and airtraffic control, often involve concurrent monitoring of numerous variables. The speed and efficiency at which this information is acquired, analyzed, and disseminated is often critical for satisfying operability requirements. However, these systems are seldom designed and instrumented to assure inherent item traceability properties. Rather, observational requirements are often fitted to the monitored systems a posteriori. It is desirable to
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develop an analysis formalism for designing monitoring agents capable of detecting identified special behaviors. By designing for intrinsic discrete flow observability, detection of special behaviors is improved in detectability capability, information management, and time response.



monitoring the proper progress of entity flows, this paper builds upon the above efforts to introduce a formal framework and techniques for modelling and analyzing this type of DES problems. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a statement of the problem and a working example used throughout the paper to illustrate introduced concepts and methods. Section 3 describes the developed methodology. The concept of partial observation is discussed in Section 4. Notions of detectability and diagnosability, along with algorithms for checking these concepts and designing observation masks with associated online monitoring methods are provided in Section 5. Section 6 introduces a methodology for modelling discrete flow networks. Illustrative examples and results are provided in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. Section 9 concludes the paper.



Behavioral analysis of discrete event systems (DES) is an active area of research. One relevant field is failure analysis, in which special events are identified as faults. Other examples of special behaviors include (permanent) failures, execution of critical events, reaching unstable states, or more generally meeting formal specifications defining special behaviors. Recently, significant attention has been given to fault analysis (e.g., [2,6,7,13]). In [10], the definition of diagnosability based on failureevent specifications was first introduced. This property is related to the ability to infer, from observed event sequences, the occurrence of certain special events. The notion of diagnosability introduced in [9, 10] characterizes single time detection capability of monitoring agents. Therefore, it is better suitable for dealing with special behaviors whose effect remains permanent. Some variations to the initial definition in [9, 10] have been proposed recently. In [13], failure states are introduced and the notion of diagnosability is accordingly redefined.



2 2.1



Problem Statement and Working example Problem Statement



However, the above methodologies are not adequate in the context of discrete flow networks, where routing events may occur repeatedly and need to be reported repeatedly. To capture the repeatable nature of special events, several efforts have been reported recently. The issue of diagnosing repeatedly occurring faults was first studied in [6]. Intermittent or nonpersistent faults are also repetitive in nature and can autonomously reset. The issue of detecting whether a resetting has occurred is addressed in [2]. In [6], the notions of K-diagnosability, [1, K]-diagnosability, and [1, ∞]-diagnosability are introduced, along with polynomial verification algorithms. A polynomial procedure for online diagnosis of repeated faults is also described in that work. Among these notions, [1, ∞]-diagnosability is of particular interest in this paper. However, the time complexity of the algorithm provided in [6] for checking this notion is O(|X|6 · |Σ|2 ) and O(|X|4 · |Σ|2 ) for nondeterministic and deterministic behaviors, respectively, on the number of system states X and the cardinality of the system event set Σ, which severely restricts its applicability. To improve this complexity, an algorithm for verifying [1, ∞]-diagnosability is introduced in [11] with a reduced complexity of O(|X|5 · |Σ|2 ) and O(min(|X|3 · |Σ|2 , |X|5 )) respectively for those behaviors. For the problem of designing observation configurations, efforts reported in [5, 7, 12] are closely related. In [5, 7], the problem of optimal sensor set selection is studied that are sufficient yet minimal to accomplish the task at hand. The NP-completeness of the minimal cardinality sensor selection problem is shown in [12].



The objective is to monitor entity motions and detect special behaviors within the possible behavior of the monitored system by analyzing observable event traces. The possible system behavior is divided into two mutually exclusive regions, namely, the special behavior of interest (which needs detection) and the ordinary behavior (which does not need detection). For example, a special behavior may denote the occurrence of item movements violating routing assumptions or the triggering of critical (faulty or non-faulty) events. When the special behavior is specified by events, the analysis task is to monitor the system behavior and report their occurrences (i.e., detection), identify their types (i.e., diagnosis) and count the number of occurrences. The intermittent or non-persistent occurrence of special events is possible, so events may occur repeatedly. In the case of permanent faults, special events are often termed failures. Complexity arises in this detection problem by realizing that multiple item flows may coexist. To detect a special event, a monitoring agent (hereafter termed observer) integrates and analyzes (numerous) DE signals triggered by entities as they transit through the monitored system. To accomplish the task of online detection and reporting, two design elements must be addressed. The first element is the identification of the tracking information required by an observer to determine whether a special event has occurred. The second element is the construction of the associated observer itself for assessing system behavior regarding item routing. Trivial solutions may be suggested for these two design elements. For example, one could assume that all special movements can be fully observed and the observer simply reports their occurrences. However, this solution may often be unfeasible or undesirable, neglecting the particular cost of obtaining tracking information.



Motivated by the practical importance of planning and



To improve information management and reduce infor-
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mation cost, the design goal is to construct a monitoring observer with a detection capability that relies not only on observed tracking measurements but also on recorded knowledge built from continuous system observation. It is then important to formally assess a priori whether the special behavior is detectable, given the monitored system and observation configuration. Otherwise, the objective is to systematically design for item-flow observability (i.e., an observable-by-design goal) by identifying observation configurations and corresponding observers that guarantee the detection of the special behaviors. The cost functional for optimization may be based on different design criteria, such as observational difficulties and constraints that are inherent when deploying certain observation devices. To compute optimal observation masks that account for system specifications and constraints, it is necessary to formulate the item tracking problem in a theoretical framework. A rigorous formalism is also required for constructing observers that can guarantee the detectability of specified special events. To this end, we employ the frameworks introduced in [6,10]. Building upon these frameworks, we will provide a formalism where to define, model, and analyze item-flow observability, where to integrate discrete event data, and where to identify system attributes that should be inherently included in the system design to achieve enhanced observability. These observation configurations has different interpretations depending on the application. In the traceability of items within a manufacturing facility, the observation mask may define the types and locations of sensors needed to be installed, for example. Sensor configurations may optimize a cost functional based on implementation difficulty, operation intrusiveness, operational costs, and tamper-resistant characteristics of the sensor technologies and tracking locations considered. In the traceability of combat units in a battlespace, the observation mask may define the mission data that need to be transmitted by each combat unit from each tracking location to the battlespace command center. Special events of interest may correspond to combat unit movements deviating from specified mission objectives. Communication requirements (i.e., observation mask) may be designed to optimize covertness (stealth) goals and transmission limitations particular to the given battlespace. Reduction of communication requirements may also be pursued to complicate the task of decoding battle information by unintended parties and to work toward low probability of exploitation communications, for example. 2.2



region, or a battlespace. For these applications, entities may represent parts, digital messages, airborne planes, and combat units, respectively. Input ports may represent material entry flow-paths, computer servers, departure airports, and combat-unit dropping points, respectively. Internal tracking stations may represent processing stations, relay nodes, airspace coordinates, and target objectives, respectively. Finally, output ports may represent material exit flow-paths, computer clients, destination airports, and combat-unit recovery points, respectively. Item flow-paths are specified by the sequence of input ports, internal tracking stations, and output ports that should be visited by in-transit items. The special behavior is in-turn specified with item movements that violate normal routing requirements. For example, a route may define the sequence of operations that a material type (e.g., fissile material) should follow within a nuclear processing facility. Likewise, a route may define the sequence of targets that combat units should search and suppress under a specified mission.



Fig. 1. Monitored system showing normal item flows



Three authorized routes, (1), (2), and (3) are identified in Fig. 1. An item following route (i) is said to be of type (i). A given flow specifies the sequence of input ports, internal tracking stations, and output ports that items should visit under its domain. In particular, under route (1), an item enters the monitored system through the input port I1 , moves sequentially to locations S1 , S2 , and S3 , and finally exits through the output port O2 . Under route (2), an item enters through the input port I1 , moves to location S1 , moves to either location S2 or S4 , and finally exits through the output port O1 . Under route (3), an item enters through the input port I2 , moves sequentially to locations S3 and S4 , and finally exits through the output port O3 . Multiple in-transit items may be present within the system, with no restriction on their type. To simplify the description of the methodology, it is assumed, without loss of generality, that each tracking station has a buffer capacity of one item.



Working Example



To illustrate the developed methodology, the example shown in Fig. 1 is used throughout this paper. It consists of a monitored system with two input ports, I1 and I2 , four internal stations, Si , i = 1, . . . , 4, and three output ports, O1 , O2 , and O3 . This system may represent a processing facility, a communication network, an air-traffic
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Developed Methodology



The proposed approach is to first construct formal descriptions of identified entity flows possible in the system, monitoring requirements, and observational constraints. To formalize item flows, a mathematical model G must be constructed defining how system states change due to event occurrences. To formalize monitoring requirements, two design elements must be specified, namely, the set of special events S requiring detection and the observability goal or property P (i.e., detectability or diagnosability) regarding S. To formalize observational constraints, a cost functional C should be included indicating the costs associated with observation device types and locations. The cost structure of C may be formulated as a topological ordering (e.g., a partially ordered set) that defines observational preferences and constraints. Given G, S, P , and C, the design task is to compute an observational configuration or observation mask M that guarantees P of S with respect to G, while optimizing C. This mask M defines the underlying observational configuration specifying the locations and types of observational devices required to assure the observability of special routing events in S. After a suitable M has been computed, the implementation task is to automatically construct an observer O that guarantees the observability P of S by observing system operations G via M . In practice, the observer O is essentially an algorithm for automatically integrating and analyzing retrieved tracking information to report whether a special event type has occurred. The developed methodology can be summarized as follows:



(a) verification



(b) design and implementation Fig. 2. Proposed methodology for item-flow monitoring



hibiting discrete state spaces and event-driven dynamics. To model DES, several modelling frameworks are available including automata, Petri nets, and process algebra. These DES methodologies are based on qualitative system models. While automata is used in this paper, the main concepts and methods presented are applicable to other modelling formalisms as well. Consider a monitored system G with several tracking locations. These locations may correspond to processing and storage stations in a manufacturing facility or relay nodes in a computer network, for example. This model G accounts for both the ordinary (non-special) and special behavior of the monitored system. The modelling approach is to construct DES models Gi for each of these tracking locations and then derive the global model G as the composition of these Gi ; i.e., G =ki Gi where k is the synchronous composition operator. The concurrent behaviors of these Gi is realized through the synchronous composition operation. Each of these locations is in-turn modelled by a finite state machine (FSM) Gi of four tuple, Gi = (X i , Σi , δ i , xi0 ), where X i is a finite set of states, Σi is a finite set of event labels, δ i : X i × Σi × X i is a transition relation on the state set, and xi0 ∈ X i is the initial state of the system. The symbol ² denotes the silent event or the empty trace. The language generated by G is denoted by L(G) and is defined in the usual manner [1, 8].



• For verification (Fig. 2(a)), it can be used to rigorously verify whether the set of special events S is observable among possible behaviors generated by G using a proposed/installed observational configurations M . • For design and implementation (Fig. 2(b)), it can be used to design objective-driven observation configurations M (and associated observers O) that are optimal with respect to a cost functional C, while guaranteeing the P observability of S among possible behaviors generated by G. 4 4.1



Modelling of Partial Observation Preliminary



An observer O detects special behaviors by analyzing observable discrete qualitative changes called discrete events (DE). Discrete events are symbols generated by observation devices (e.g., sensors) when items, travelling through the monitored system, visit tracking locations. These labels are used to identify changes in the system states and record event occurrences along the system evolution. From an observer perspective, the monitored system can thus be modelled as a DE system (DES), ex-



An important element in formulating G is event labelling. In an item tracking application, each event uniquely corresponds to a particular item movement between two tracking locations. To this end, three attributes are here associated with each event symbol, namely, source/previous location, target/current loca-
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tion, and type (or flow-path). Accordingly, events are labelled as (i, j, k), where the event attributes i, j, and k identify the current location, previous location, and type, respectively, associated with an item. For example, the positional change that occurs when an item of type 1 [or under route (1)] moves from location 2 to location 3 is uniquely identified by the label (3, 2, 1). 4.2



the availability of attribute i as well, whenever tracking data is retrieved from installed sensors. This remark is not necessarily valid in applications where tracking data is directly provided by the in-transit items themselves. Applications may even strive to select observation configurations that minimize use of tracking data disclosing item current location. For example in military applications, it may be desirable that the battlespace combat center could track missions progress without demanding from deployed combat units frequent communication revealing their current coordinates. For example, consider a communication protocol requiring combat units to transmit only their previous locations j (and maybe their mission id) when reaching objective i, but without disclosing i. Limiting communication to j and k attributes is strategically advantageous because if communication is intercepted and decoded by enemy forces, the data would be of little use, revealing only objectives previously suppressed (i.e., j), but not combat units’ current locations (i.e., i). Low probability of exploitation communications is pursued, allowing warfighters to covertly and securely communicate for enhanced situation awareness.



Partial Observation



Under full observation, the cost of information may not be an important deciding factor and all movement attributes (i.e., item type, previous and current locations) are assumed to be observable at each tracking location. In a manufacturing application, for example, this case implies that each tracking location is instrumented with a sensor set that provides the type, and previous and current locations of any item entering it. In a battlespace application, for example, full observation may imply that combat units should communicate at each target objective their respective mission id, as well as their current and previous locations to the battlespace command center. Implementing full observation is often prohibitive due to many factors including information cost, intrusiveness, accessibility, covertness, and safety. Full observation may also require manual input from system operators, making monitoring prone to tampering or personnel errors, which may be unacceptable in critical security applications. Reducing observational requirements may also lead to monitoring applications with improved information management, reduced information cost, enhanced security, and tamper-resistance characteristics.
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Notions of Detectability and Diagnosibility Definitions



Consider a model G and the corresponding language L describing the logical, untimed behavior of the monitored system and a mask function M over the events defined in L, denoted by ΣL , characterizing a given observation configuration. Let Σs ⊆ ΣL denote the set of special events S which should be detected. This set Σs is partitioned into disjoint sets corresponding to different types of special events. This partition is denoted by Πs and defined as Πs = {Σsi : Σs = Σs1 ∪ . . . ∪ Σsm }. Special events can occur repeatedly, so they need to be detected repeatedly. It is assumed that events in S are not fully-observable because otherwise they could be detected/diagnosed trivially. Due to partial observation, special events in S may be observable but with an observation symbol that is not unique under M . The notions of detectability and diagnosability are then central in the monitoring problem here addressed. Under detectability, the interest is in signaling the occurrence of special events, but without explicitly indicating which routing event has exactly occurred. On the other hand, diagnosability is a refined case of detectability, where the interest often is in exact event identification. Thus, diagnosis is equivalent to detection when there is only one type of special events; i.e., Πs = {Σs1 }. Because detectability can be expressed as a relaxed case of diagnosability, we only provide the definition of diagnosability (as formulated in [11]) in this paper. To this end, the necessary notation follows. For all Σsi ∈ Πs and a trace s ∈ L, let Nsi denote the number of events in s that belongs to the special event type Σsi (or i for simplicity).



Under partial observation, some item attributes may not be observable at some tracking locations. Unobservable events may cause changes in the monitored system, but are not completely communicated to the observer. To model observational limitations, an observation mask function M : Σ → ∆ ∪ {²} is introduced, where ∆ is the set of observed symbols, which may be disjoint with Σ, with M (²) = ². In the case of full observation, M is the identity function. The definition of M can be extended to sequences of events (traces) inductively as follows: ∀s ∈ Σ∗ , ∀σ ∈ Σ, M (sσ) = M (s)M (σ). To illustrate the notion of partial observation, consider a motion detector installed at location 1 and a material type detector installed at location 2 in Fig. 1. In this case, the events (1, I1 , 1) and (1, I1 , 2) are both seen by the observer with the same observation symbol (1, −, −), hence observationally indistinguishable from each other at the moment of their occurrences, where - is an unique symbol indicating that no information is available regarding the corresponding attribute. On the other hand, the events (2, 1, 1) and (2, 1, 2) are seen with distinct observation symbols, i.e., (2, −, 1) and (2, −, 2), respectively, hence observationally distinguishable from each other. The above example may suggest that the availability of either attribute j or k at a given location i implies
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The post-language L/s is the set of possible suffices of a trace s; i.e., L/s := {t ∈ (Σ)∗ : st ∈ L}. Notice that these observability notions are inherent properties of the monitored system G for given M and S.



basic building block of the algorithms in [6, 11] is identical in the sense that a pair of traces producing the same observation is tracked. The tracking involves a specialized synchronization of DES generating the behavior of the monitored system. The difference lies in the mechanisms for the counting of special events. In [6], an explicit state space whose size is up to O(|X|2 ) is used for the counter. Rather than employing an explicit counting mechanism, a variation of shortest path computation technique was used in [11] instead. This algorithm was implemented in software and used in this paper to compute the sensor configurations illustrated later. For completeness, a brief description of this algorithm (Algorithm 1) is provided below, with all proofs omitted but can be found in [11].



Definition 1 A prefix-closed live language L is said to be uniformly [1, ∞]-diagnosable with respect to a mask function M and Πs on Σs if the following holds: (∃nd ∈ N)(∀i ∈ Πs )(∀s ∈ L)(∀t ∈ L/s) [|t| ≥ nd ⇒ D∞ ] where N is the set of non-negative integers and the diagnosability condition D∞ is D∞ : (∀w ∈ M −1 M (st) ∩ L) [ Nwi ≥ Nsi ]. The above definition only considers nonterminating behavior. In practice, termination or blocking of the system may occur. Since the termination of the logical behavior of the system is not detectable, blocking can be modelled by attaching self loops of the silent transition at terminating states. The resulting behavior is nonterminating and the above definition of diagnosability can be used. This definition is suitable for the situation requiring the repeated detection of special events. Being repeatable, special events do not need to be permanent (nor remain in effect permanently) after their initial occurrence. The assumption that a special event may repeat suggests that it may cease to exist (at some moment) to subsequently reappear at another time. There is then an implicit resetting mechanism. Conversely, a special event that is permanent implies it cannot repeat.



Algorithm 1 Construction of a directed graph used for testing for uniform [1, ∞]-diagnosability 1: A directed graph T (A, M ) = (V (G), E(G, M )) is constructed from the DES model G of the monitored system and the defined observation mask M . The set of vertexes V of T is defined as V ⊆ X × X, with (x0 , x0 ) ∈ V . This graph T has an edge function w : E → 2W \ ∅ where W = {−1, 0+ , 0− , 0, ˆ0, +1} is used to indicate the possible execution of special events. 2: T is designed to track traces s, s0 ∈ L that produce the same observation, i.e., M (s) = M (s0 ), from the initial state (x0 , x0 ). 3: if s executes a non-special, unobservable event at a moment and s0 does not then 4: Assign the symbol 0− to the edge. 5: end if 6: if s executes a special event at a moment and s0 does not then 7: Assign the symbol −1 to the edge. 8: end if 9: The symbols of 0+ and +1 are given following a similar logic but after interchanging s by s0 . 10: if both s and s0 execute observable events that are non-special (resp. special) then 11: Assign the symbol 0 (resp. ˆ0) to the edge. 12: end if 13: Edges with −1 or +1 weight symbols are for updating special event traces; edges with 0, 0− , 0+ are for updating non-special traces; and edges with ˆ0 are for updating special observable traces.



Uniform [1, ∞]-diagnosability (or [1, ∞]-diagnosability as introduced in [6]) asserts that a system is [1, ∞]diagnosable if the generation of any event trace containing any number of special events of a same type can be detected within a uniformly bounded delay by observing the system behavior through the mask M . More precisely, let s be any trace generated by the system that contains Nsi special events of type i and let t be any continuation of s of sufficient long length. Condition D∞ requires that every possible trace w that produces the same record of observable events as the trace st should contain at least the same number of repeated occurrences of special events from the type set i. Thus, even if the language L has a terminating trace s that contains occurrences of special events of type i, G may still be diagnosable as long as it cannot generate another trace s0 that produces the same observation as the trace s but contains less repeated occurrences of special events of type i. 5.2



Tests for Detectability and Diagnosability



In testing for [1, ∞]-diagnosability, the shortest paths in T are computed. Because an edge (p, q) ∈ E may have a weight function w[(p, q)] consisting of a set with multiple values (e.g., w[(p, q)] = {+1, 0+ }), there is the need of identifying the minimum values within these sets; i.e., ws [(p, q)] = min(w[(p, q)]). In this manner, the shortest path to a vertex v ∈ V from (x0 , x0 ) is computed using ws [(p, q)]. The shortest path value of vertex v is denoted by short[v]. Let C be the set of all cycles of T .



In [6], a polynomial algorithm is provided for checking [1, ∞]-diagnosability. However, this algorithm has the worst case computational complexity of O(|X|6 × |Σ|2 ) and O(|X|4 × |Σ|2 ) for nondeterministic and deterministic behaviors, respectively, which severely limits its applicability. In order to improve it, [11] provides an algorithm that is one |X| order less in time complexity. The
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¯ = Σ ∪ {²}. An observation de∪i Ai = Σ. Denote Σ vice vi,j induces a partition over Ai such that {[σ]si,j : 0 0 ¯ with [σ] ¯ σ ∈ Σ} vi,j = {σ ∈ Σ : vi,j (σ ) = vi,j (σ)}. Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ if i 6= j; i.e., any two sensors at different tracking locations take disjoint event spaces as their domains. Also, ∆i,j1 ∩ ∆k,j2 = ∅ if i 6= k for any j1 and j2 ; i.e., observation symbols from different locations are disjoint. Define the observation-device set space Z = {{v1 , . . . , vn } : vi ∈ Vi }. M is said to be induced by the observation device set {v1 , . . . , vn } ∈ Z where vi : Ai → ∆i ∪{²} if for σ ∈ Σ, σ ∈ Ai ⇒ M (σ) = vi (σ). For the working example of Fig. 1, five types of observation devices Vi = {vi,1 , vi,2 , . . . , vi,5 } are available at any location i, with vi,j ((c, p, t)) for j = 1, . . . , 5 equalling to (c, p, t), (c, −, t), (c, p, −), (c, −, −), and(−, −, −), respectively. A hierarchy is defined between available observation devices in the form of a directed acyclic graph Gi = (Vi , Ei ) as illustrated in Fig. 3. A path between



Theorem 2 Given a system G, an observation mask M , a special event partition Πs over Σs , and an graph T constructed using Algorithm 1, L(G) is uniformly [1, ∞]-diagnosable w.r.t. M and Σs iff for all C :=< v1 , v2 , . . . , vn+1 >∈ C where v1 = vn+1 , the following three conditions hold: (1) (∀i ∈ In+1 )[short[vi ] is finite]. (2) (∀i ∈ In )[0− ∈ w[(vi , vi+1 )]] ⇒ (∀i ∈ In+1 )[short[vi ] ≥ 0]. (3) (∀i ∈ In )[{0− , 0, 0+ } ∩ w[(vi , vi+1 )] 6= ∅] ∧ (∃i ∈ In )[0 ∈ w[(vi , vi+1 )]] ⇒ (∀i ∈ In+1 )[short[vi ] = 0]. where Ik = {1, . . . , k}. Theorem 3 The time complexity for testing uniform [1, ∞]-diagnosability using Theorem 2 over the directed graph T constructed using Algorithm 1 is O(|X|5 × |Σ|2 ) and O(min(|X|5 , |X|3 × |Σ|2 )) for nondeterministic and deterministic behaviors, respectively. 5.3



G



vertexes vi,j1 , vi,j2 ∈ Vi denoted by vi,j1 →i vi,j2 , implies that vi,j1 induces a finer partition over Ai than vi,j2 . The notion of [1, ∞]-diagnosability based on state fault specification satisfies the property of mask-monotonicity [7]. Given that this property also holds in event specifications, Proposition 4 follows.



Computation of Member-by-Member Optimal Observation Masks



The key design issue is the management of observation devices. The problem of selection of an optimal mask function is studied in [7]. A mask function is called optimal if any coarser selection of the equivalent class of events results in some loss of the events observation information so that the task at hand cannot be accomplished. This study also shows that the optimal mask function selection problem is NP-hard, in general. Assuming a mask-monotonicity property, it then introduces two algorithms for computing an optimal mask function. However, these algorithms assume that a sensor set supporting the mask function can be always found, which may not be true in practice. See Remark 5 of [7] addressing this feasibility issue. Also, existence of an optimal sensor set is guaranteed when a complete observation satisfies the desired observability property. Given these considerations, Algorithm 2 is next introduced related to the approaches presented in [5, 7]. This algorithm searches the sensor set space rather than the mask function space. The computed sensor set induces a mask function naturally. Thus, it does not suffer from the issue of realization of the mask function. Preliminary notation is provided next.



Fig. 3. Hierarchy between observation device option



Proposition 4 Suppose that the observation device set {v1 , . . . , vn } satisfies [1, ∞]-diagnosability. Then an obG



servation device set {v10 , . . . , vn0 } where vi0 →i vi or vi = vi0 also satisfies [1, ∞]-diagnosability. Definition 5 An observation device set {v1 , . . . , vn } is member-by member optimal diagnosable observation device set configuration, if for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} G



there is no vi0 s.t. vi →i vi0 and {v1 , . . . , vi−1 , vi0 , . . . , vn } satisfying [1, ∞]-diagnosability. Note that the mask map induced by {v1 , . . . , vn } is finer than that of {v1 , . . . , vi−1 , vi0 , . . . , vn }.



In this paper, the structure of the cost functional C is given as a partially-ordered set over observation-device set space. Assume that there are n tracking locations from which observation may be made or communicated. Denote the observation devices allowable at location i by Vi = {vi,1 , vi,2 , . . . , vi,ki }. An observation device vi,j at location i is defined as a function vi,j : Ai → ∆i,j ∪ {²} where Ai is the set of events possibly observable by the observation device set at location i and ∆i,j is the set of symbols that may be generated from an observation device at location i with ² ∈ / ∆i,j and



Given the notion of member-by-member optimal solution, our optimization goal is to search the observational device set space and find a member-by-member optimal diagnosable observation device set configuration. The following theorem shows that Algorithm 2 carries out this optimization task effectively.
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Algorithm 2 To compute optimal observation configuration 1: For all vi ∈ Vi , where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, set status[vi ] = UNTESTED 2: vi ← vi,1 , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (This command puts the root vertexes as the initial observation configuration) 3: if {v1 , . . . , vn } does not satisfy [1, ∞]-diagnosability then 4: return nil 5: end if 6: while there exists vi ∈ {v1 , . . . , vn } s.t. vi has a successor whose status is “UNTESTED” do 7: Denote the set of successors of vi whose status is “UNTESTED” by U T 8: while U T is not empty do 9: vi0 ∈ U T and U T ← U T − {vi0 } (Note: selection of vertex can be implemented to satisfy a given cost functional. In our working example, type sensors are preferred over directional sensors) 10: if {v1 , . . . , vi−1 , vi0 , . . . , vn } satisfies [1, ∞]diagnosability then 11: vi ← vi0 12: break 13: else 14: set status[vi0 ] = FAIL 15: end if 16: end while 17: end while 18: return {v1 , . . . , vn }



representation of O is a priori constructed, which takes exponential time and space. To overcome this computational complexity, an online approach may be used [6]. Further improving [6] regarding computational complexity, the online diagnosis Algorithm 3 below was developed [11] that reduces not only the space required for realizing O by |X|2 (i.e., from O(|X|3 ) to O(|X|)) but also the time complexity by |X|2 (i.e., from O(|Σ| · |X|3 ) to O(|Σ| · |X| + |X| · log |X|) if log |X| ≈ |Σ|. Let Πs be a special-event partitioning. Assume that (G, Πs , M ) passes the diagnosability test and that Πs contains only one type of special events, i.e., Πs = {Σs1 }. If Πs contains more than one type, the procedure below is applied for each individual type Σsi . A set of states and corresponding minimum number of occurrences of special events (belonging to a given type) are maintained A as the state of the observer Qd ; i.e., Qd ∈ 2Q ×N where Qd = {(q1 , i1 ), (q2 , i2 ), . . . , (qn , in )}. In contrast to [6], the tagged fault count number of our algorithm is unique for each state component qi . The tagged integer value ij of state qj represents the minimum number of faults in the traces reachable to state qj and consistent with the current observed trace. The main routine of the algorithm is described in Algorithm 3. In line 4, returned Qd includes the set of states reachable through unobservable transitions from the state components in input Qd . Algorithm 3 is sound and complete, whenever the Algorithm 3 On-line Diagnosis(A, M ) 1: Qd ← (q0A , 0) 2: loop 3: Find the



Theorem 6 If the result of Algorithm 2 is not null, the returned observation device set is a member-by-member optimal observation device set.



4: 5: 6:



Remark 7 Algorithm 2 is unidirectional in the sense that it does not climb up to search other options as long as tests are successful. Member-by-member solution can be considered as a local optimal solution. A closely related work in optimal sensor selection is [12] where the global optimal sensor set is defined as the minimal number of observable symbol using projection masks. Unfortunately, it is proved in [12] that finding a global optimal observation configuration in this sense is computationally intractable. Unidirectional search methods do not possess the capability of climbing up from undesirable local minimums. Methods based on perturbations may be used to overcome this short-coming. 5.4



7:



minimum ik from Qd = {(q1 , i1 ), . . . , (qk , ik ), . . . , (qn , in )} and report it. Qd ← MODIFIED-DIJKSTRA(A, Qd , M ) wait until a next observation (σm ) is available Qd ← GET-NEW-DIAGNOSER-STATE(A, Qd , σm ) end loop



monitored system is diagnosable. Soundness means that the observer so designed never reports a special event that has not occurred; i.e., there is no false alarm. Completeness means that the observer never misses a special event; i.e., there is no missed detection. 6



Procedure for Constructing an Observer



6.1



After computing an acceptable M that guarantees the desired observability property, an associated observer O is constructed. The observer algorithm integrates and analyzes tracking information and report the occurrences of special events. To implement it, either an off-line or an online design approach may be used. Under an off-line approach, the deterministic automaton



Modelling of Item Flows Discrete Event Model of the Monitored System



The possible-behavior model should embody all possible routes that an item may follow, including special and ordinary (non-special) behaviors. Thus, two types of states can be identified, namely, ordinary and special states. From the initial (reset) state, special and ordinary states are reached by event traces containing or not
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special events, respectively. To illustrate the construction of a possible-behavior model, consider the system of Fig. 1. Any event belonging to one of the three (normal) item routes shown is denoted ordinary to signify that its occurrence is within the system ordinary behavior. For simplicity, assume that each internal tracking location Si has a unit capacity. The corresponding models of each location i are shown in Fig. 4 and constructed as follows. At each location i, define an “empty” state 0O indicating the absence of item in it (O stands for “ordinary”). After identifying the set of ordinary flows Ai that can bring an item to location i, define |Ai | full states, with |Ai | denoting the cardinality of Ai . Each full state kO indicates that there is an item at location i that arrived following the k ∈ Ai ordinary route. Special events of interest also need to be included. To illustrate, consider the five additional movements labelled with an S (for special) in Fig. 5, classified (by the observer) as special moves, with (kS) denoting a special movement of type k. From Fig. 5, the set of special events is equal to Σs = {(4, 2, 1), (4, 2, 2), (2, 3, 3), (3, 4, 1), (4, 2, 3)}. These events are added to each Gi , as shown in Fig. 6. A state kS denotes that there is an item of type k at location i after completing a special movement. At their occurrence, special events may be indistinguishable from ordinary events at the observer O, according to the selected M . For example, assume that a “type” observation device is installed at the tracking location 4 in Fig. 5. In this case, the special event (4, 2, 2) and the ordinary event (4, 1, 2) are both seen with the same observation symbol (4, −, 2) at O so indistinguishable at the observation instant. However, if the system is diagnosable w.r.t. {{(4, 2, 2)}}, O will eventually report (4, 2, 2) occurrence.



Fig. 5. Monitored system showing identified special movements or events



Fig. 6. Finite state models of each tracking location with both ordinary and special behaviors



movement becomes special only after a certain event sequence has occurred. To illustrate these cases, consider the item routing shown in Fig. 7, where an item of type 1 should enter the monitored system through port P , visits stations 1 and 2, returns to 1, and leave through P . It is possible that an item, reaching station 1 from 2, violates the assumed routing and moves back to station 2, without exiting through port P , as expected. This type of situations can be modelled by introducing fictitious, unobservable, special events that signal the occurrence of these violations. Fig. 8 shows the models for each tracking location of Fig. 7, with the fictitious event (2, 1, 1)f modelling the violation described. Detecting (2, 1, 1)f will signal the violation of an item cycling within the monitored system.



Fig. 4. Finite state models of each tracking location



It has been assumed that the instantaneous occurrence of certain item movements solely identifies special events, without considering historical event progression. However, there may be cases where a given item
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Fig. 7. Monitored system used to illustrate usage of fictitious events Fig. 9. DE model for location 1 including possible behavior and 1-event-casuality requirement



6.2



Design and Implementation Issues



Often, there are measures within a system that assure proper operability under normal situations, such as avoiding deadlock whenever items follow the normal routing. This may be accomplished by a deadlock avoidance supervisor regulating item flows. In view of deadlock avoidance considerations, the described methodology may follow the next three steps.



Fig. 8. Modelling tracking locations with fictitious events to account for event sequence dependencies



To complete the construction of G, one additional modelling step is performed. As only logical specifications are considered here, the modelling absence of time leads to practical detectability implications. For example, consider an item entering the monitoring system of Fig. 1 under route (1), visiting station S1 (hence generating (1, I1 , 1)), but never leaving it to visit station S2 (hence (2, 1, 1) will not be generated). While logically admissible, this behavior is often unacceptable in practice because it can block the flow of items through port I1 , for example. Likewise, assume that the item visits S1 and S2 (generating (1, I1 , 1) and (2, 1, 1), as expected) but then moves to S4 (i.e., (4, 2, 1), a special movement) and stays there indefinitely. Allowing this behavior would require detecting (4, 2, 1) as it occurs, because otherwise further monitoring may not provide the necessary information to report its occurrence. This observational constraint in turn increases the observational information requirements. To consider broader applications, the notion of n-event-causality may need to be enforced. This notion limits the number of system events that may occur between the occurrences of two consecutive events belonging to a given route. To model this n-event-causality requirement, additional states are added to each Gi illustrated in Fig. 6. For example, Fig. 9 shown the modified model for location 1 when enforcing a 1-event-causality requirement. The symbol Σci denotes the set of events defined for the system, excluding those events defined for a given location i. An n-event-causality requirement is modelled similarly by adding n more states at each branch. The notion of n-event-causality is relevant when considering only logical descriptions. In timed applications, this artifice (i.e., n-event-causality) is not longer required since the timing information is included in the event transitions.



N (1) Design a deadlock avoidance supervisor SDL using the normal-behavior model of the monitored system GN (which includes only normal routes, as well as N n-event-causality requirements); i.e., SDL → GN , N with the right arrow denoting that SDL is conN structed for G . (2) Design M (and associated O) using G (which includes n-event-causality requirements and both ordinary and special behaviors) synchronized with the deadlock avoidance supervisor designed in step N 1; i.e. O → (G k SDL ). Whenever deadlock avoidance is not enforced,then O → G. (3) Design a supervisor Sc that enforces the given nevent-causality requirement. This supervisor is unnecessary in timed applications.



Step 1 may be explained as follows. Consider a system consisting of two elements: an operator and an observer. While the operator is responsible for operating the monitored system, the observer monitors plant operations and verifies that no route violations occur. To enforce the n-event-casuality requirement, the operator prohibits any item to stay in a station permanently. To meet the common production goal of keeping items moving and avoiding blocking, the operator thus is N required to implement a supervisor SDL as shown in N Fig. 10, where G k SDL may contain deadlock states. Since the termination of the logical system behavior is not detectable, blocking can be modelled by attaching self loops of the silent transition at terminating states.
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Fig. 10. Design components in a general application of the developed methodology
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Fig. 12. Optimal observation configuration for detecting special events, assuming 2-events-casuality



Illustrative Examples



Consider the monitored system described in Figs. 1 and 5. The design objective is to identify an observation configuration M that provides sufficient item/entity tracking data to an observer O for detecting the occurrence of special events. For comparison purposes, Fig. 11 illustrates an observation configuration (from an ad hoc design) that would allow an observer to immediately detect any special event after its occurrence (i.e., with zero detection delay). Three types of observation devices are shown for retrieving item movement data. A circle, square, and triangular device provides the current location (i.e., attribute i), previous location (i.e., attribute j), and type (i.e., attribute k) of an item, respectively. To identify optimal observation configurations, the possible-behavior model G is constructed. The monitoring goal P regarding the set of special events S and an information cost C criterion are also specified. Assume first that event diagnosis is of interest. The set S may thus be partitioned as Πs = {Σsi : i = 1, . . . , 3} with Σs1 = {(4, 2, 1), (3, 4, 1)}, Σs2 = {(4, 2, 2)}, and Σs3 = {(2, 3, 3), (4, 2, 3)}. For example, Fig. 12 illustrates an improved observation configuration where the design goal C is to reduce information requirements and preferably avoid using square observation devices. For this case, the monitoring goal P is the detectability of S and the model G considered satisfies a 2-events-casuality.



(a) diagnosis



(b) detection Fig. 13. Optimal observation configuration, assuming 1-event-casuality



M that may be obtained when selecting detectability (i.e., Πs = {Σs1 }, with Σs1 = Σs ) rather than diagnosability of S. An interesting observation can also be uncovered when comparing Figs. 12 and 13(b), which differ only on the value of n for the event-casuality assumption. Increasing this n should in general increase the complexity of M . The selection of value n may come from known operational practice of the system to be monitored. As n increases, the behavior of the system becomes richer. Thus, the resulting design of observational configuration tends to be more conservative in order to cope with enriched system behaviors, in general. However, in practice, it is not computationally feasible to increase the value of n arbitrarily. This is because increased causality steps are to be realized with additional state space of Gi and the global system model G is constructed via the composition of these Gi .



Fig. 11. Observation configuration for detecting special events with zero detection delay
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As previously indicated, diagnosability is a more stringent notion than detectability, generally requiring more complex observation configurations than those needed for detectability. Figs. 13 illustrate the simplification in



Results



The system illustrated in Fig. 5 was simulated using a DE modelling package. Five elements were constructed: the items source, the monitored system, the operator, the observation module, and the observer, as shown in
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Fig. 14. The items source provides items to the system. The monitored system emulates stations and routes. The operator enforces item flow scheduling policies, sending items not only through nominal flow-paths but also randomly to paths representing special events. The operator also enforces deadlock avoidance and event-casuality assumptions. The observation module implements the designed M . Finally, the observer implements the observer algorithm O, which has no knowledge of the operator’s scheduling policies and determines whether an event in S has occurred based exclusively on observed information. Numerous simulations were conducted with different designed M and O, considering various P , C, and “n” event casuality scenarios. As expected, O was always able to signal the occurrence of special events, with no miss-detection and no false alarms.
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